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noon was in two acts. The first began when a blurred line
°f shipping cai*ie slowly through the rain towards us. It was
not altogether easy for the inexpert to detect which pre-
cisely was the heroic sailing-ship that had sailed all the
way from Europe. But there could be little doubt about
the tug whose dripping awning sheltered a brass band that
was pounding bravely through every single verse of the
Argentine national anthem (and the composer has not
stinted Argentina). The liners in the Basin roared a greet-
ing through the rain ; the streaming instrumentalists plied
answering trombones; and as they passed, we all waved
jubilant umbrellas to welcome Ingrid home to the Club
after her stupendous voyage.
That was the first stage of the rejoicings.   After that the
scene was moved indoors, where the heroes of her crew were
to be fittingly received; and we stood expectantly on tables,
whilst unhurried experts adjusted microphones and press
photographers poured out magnesium and statesmen put
on their pince-nez to read over their remarks for the last
time.   After several false starts, in which stray late-comers
were in imminent peril of a more than civic welcome, the
heroes came.   They were deliciously embarrassed; and the
discomfort of those brave young men was not reduced
by the necessity of holding large bouquets, as the mag-
nesium exploded and their country's spokesmen read out
considerable orations, in which a rich field of historical
allusion was thoroughly exploited.   As for the rest of us, we
stood round precariously on tables or pushed one another
off or indulged in general conversation, pausing to ejaculate
ft Muy Uen" impressively at a particularly well-chosen
historical allusion.   When I left a little after six, a minister
was comfortably launched upon the theme of naval con-
struction.   It was still raining hard;  and Ingrid, whose
homecoming to " anker " (as Hakluyt puts it) " in the
mighty river of Plate " had caused all the trouble, bobbed
comfortably on the North Basin, indifferent to the cele-
brations.

